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Bilingual Motivational Speaker & Best-selling Author
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Bio

Successful entrepreneur, Canadian Speaking Hall of Fame, bestselling author,
and bilingual speaker Patrick Leroux believes that any person or organization
has an extraordinary potential for success and is RESPONSIBLE for his
destiny. He also believes that if a person or an organization wants to get
superior results, it has to be a better LEADER, take more INITIATIVES,
absolutely STEP OUT OF HIS COMFORT ZONE and dare to do things it never
did in order to achieve the RESULTS it has never achieved before. [morelink]
Topics

Igniting The Fire Within!
(Patrick's most popular keynote)

From comfort to commitment! Strategies for Maximizing Your Potential
and Optimizing Your Performance

Why is it that some people are more motivated and experience more success than others? How
are they able to achieve exceptional results in all aspects of their life? [morelink]

The 10 Secrets of Success in Customer Service
Strategies to turn satisfied customers into loyal customers.
It takes thousands of dollars and months before you find a good customer… and it only takes a few
minutes to loose one. Not only you want satisfied customers, more importantly you want loyal
customers. What are you doing to create loyalty with your customers? [morelink]

Growing your business, is YOUR business!
Strategies to attract new business and make your income grow.
What business development strategies are used by the top 1% sales people? If you're like most
people, you use only two or three business development strategies - and generally the least
efficient ones. Would you like to sell more, faster and more easily than ever? [morelink]

How to Build Trust and Rapport Instantly
How persuade and influence people faster and easier.
What are the success secrets of the best communicators? How could you earn the trust of an
individual in the first few seconds? How do you adapt your communication to the personality
style of others? Are you a red, yellow, green or blue? The purpose of this funny and highly
interactive session is to make you a better communicator and better persuade and influence
people. [morelink]

Patrick Leroux is represented by K&M Productions for speaking engagements. For more
information and booking Patrick Leroux, simply contact us.

